A thought of the day in passing . . .

~ Repetition does not make it right. ~

PERSONAS AND FACADES

We are all being propagandized. Previously only obvious in commerce; we live now, in the last fifty to a
hundred years in a doubly unreal world. We live in, superimposed upon our illussory world, a PR world in
promotion of self perpetuated self-images; public personas and facades, ideas and products. This is excessively
evident in politics, entertainment and media where the elite of such now rule and war. He who gains our
attention and can manipulate it to his own ends - wins.

~Politically correct is not intrinsically correct
Its just someone's idea of correct.~

ENLIGHTENMENT_________________________________________________________________________
The book; ENLIGHTENMENT, will be reprinted page by page daily on this site free and in full. For the less
patient, the book may be purchased in full from Bookstore.

ENLIGHTENMENT
by Tara

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK . . . for sincere seekers of Truth only!
(Reading may cause shock, death and Enlightenment.)

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)
Segment 7

~ If it works for others (has correspondence in the ‘material’ world) it is ‘true'. If enough
people believe it, it is a new movement, and if the ruling belief-system accepts it, it is law! ~

As everyone knows, however, most great movements begin with a lone wolf with a different idea. A
courageous
individual dreamer can move mountains. He can start a country, or a new religion. All it takes is a dream . . .
one's own, or attaching to someone else’s . . . and, making it 'real'. And all such is possible while within the
dream and believing it is all real.
~ If there is one law, and a principle of one, that principal is belief. ~

In most persons' dreaming, they are right and others are in agreement or wrong. They have an idea of things. It
is only an idea; but it has a secret ingredient -- and that ingredient is belief. An individual gets a new idea, an
invention, an innovation or discovery - then, he rushes out to get others believing in it. What makes one persons
dream work and another's not? It is said that any belief or game you have will work for you if you believe in it
enough. Now, you might, with good reason say, there has to be more to it than that. Well, yes, there is. But
for the moment, let’s look at the accepted known. It's often seen that it is not the best product on the market that
sells, but the best promoted. And what does the promoter aim for? Believers! Is it not the same with books
politics, every ideology? Mass belief makes it 'real', and acceptance makes it happen.
To be continued
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